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The B G News
Bowling Green State University

Feb. 6,1981

Reagan plans tax, spending cuts to aid economic state
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Reagan, declaring
that the nation is suffering from its "worst economic
mess since the Great Depression," said last night that the
government must make dramatic cuts in taxes and spending because the economic judgment day is at hand.
He held government policies responsible for the situation and said his remedy would begin with three years of
10-percent cuts in income tax rates and spending reductions "in virtually every department" of government.
"Over the years, we have let negative economic forces
run out of control," Reagan said in his first nationally
broadcast report to the nation. "We have stalled the judgment day. We no longer have that luxury. We are out of
time."
HE SAID: "A few days ago, I was presented with a
report I had asked for - a comprehensive audit, if you
will, of our economic condition. You won't like it, I didn't
like it, but we have to face the truth and then go to work to
turn things around."

Column
one
'Happy Birthday
dear Ronnie'
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Reagan turns 70 today, but
he started joking about it early.
The oldest man ever elected
to the presidency, Reagan will
celebrate bis birthday with old
friends tonight at a White
House party that is supposed to
be a surprise.
At a black-tie dinner yesterday, Reagan also was saluted
with a rendition of "Happy Birthday."
Middle age, the president
said, was "when you're faced
with two temptations and you
choose the one that will get you
home at nine o'clock."
He quoted Thomas Jefferson
as saying that age shouldn't be
a factor in one's ability to perform a task, dryly adding,
"And ever since he told me
that.."
Dr. Daniel Ruge, the president's personal physician, was
asked how Reagan's health was
bearing up. "I have not examined him, but I understand
he's in very good health," be
replied.

'Slave' to perform
here Feb. 27
A continuing effort by minority students to bring a blackoriented concert to the University finally has paid off.
"Slave," a Dayton based funk
band, will appear in the Grand
Ballroom, University Union on
Feb. 27, according to Deanna
Okoiti, of the Student Development Program. The concert,
which will cost $8,000, also will
include a warm-up band from
Toledo, which is yet to be announced.
Following the 8 p.m. concert
will be a cabaret in the Side
Door of the Union.

id<
OEunion
The Blueliners, booster club
for the Bowling Green High
School hockey team had no
authority to force the coach out
of his job. Paget.

News
Jack White, famous pocket
billiards champion will entertain students today. Page S.
The University's School of
Technology has difficulty
recruiting faculty members
because industry offers more
money. Page 4.

Elsewhere
Mount St Helens shot a
steam plume a mile into the air
yesterday, leaving expectations
of another eruption. Page 4.

Weather
Snow flurries. High 30 F (-1
C), low 10 F (-12 C). 80-percent
chance of precipitation.

Holds government responsible for situation
"And make no mistake about it," he added, "We can
turn them around."
Reagan's address was studded with statistics, but short
of details. He said those will come when he unveils a
legislative program to Congress on Feb. 18.
Seated at his desk in the Oval Office, the president
sought to portray the statistics that peppered his speech
in graphic, personal terms.
"THERE ARE seven million Americans caught up in
the personal indignity and human tragedy of unemployment," the president said. "If they stood in a line - allowing three feet for each person - the line would reach from
the coast of Maine to California."
He used a chart to illustrate increasing tax revenues
and government spending, and U.S. currency to portray
inflation.

He said the 1960 dollar is worth 36 cents today, and if
present inflation rates persist in three years it will be
worth a quarter. Ten years ago, he said, the average
family could own a home for 27 cents out of each dollar
earned; today it takes 42 cents.
Government regulations have added $666 to the cost of
an automobile, he said.
THE SPEECH was delivered four years and three days
after Reagan's predecessor, Jimmy Carter, wearing a
cardigan sweater, delivered a fireside chat and called for
a sacrificial effort by the nation to help fight economic
problems and energy shortages.
Reagan took a different approach, reflecting his
overall view that the economic system is capable of solving its own problems once the role of government is
reduced.

REAGAN SAID the federal budget "is out of control
and we face runaway deficits, of almost $80 billion this
budget year" that ends Sept. 30.
He has pledged to seek a 2-percent reduction in the current budget amounting to a savings of about $13 billion,
and his budget director is proposing reductions ranging
from $30 billion to $50 billion for fiscal year 1982.
Proposed reductions would affect dozens of social programs, including Social Security, unemployment
benefits, farm and business loan programs, food stamps,
Medicaid, and student aid. Overall defense spending
would not be reduced.
Reagan, appearing to address questions about whether
such cuts would make victims out of the beneficiaries of
such programs, said:
"Our spending cuts will not be at the expense of the truly needy. We will, however, seek to eliminate benefits to
those who are not really qualified by reason of need."

Grad students oppose
extra work restriction
by Diane Rado
staff reporter

Disgruntled graduate students hotly
contested yesterday a proposed addition to their contracts that would limit
their working at jobs outside of
teaching.
The debate over the addition raged
at a special meeting of the Graduate
Student Senate.

Graduate College Dean Gary
Heberlein explained that the policy
has been adhered to for at least 10
years but has not been communicated
well to students.
"For the purposes of clarification,
we'd like to put it into the contract,"
he said.

Heberlein claimed graduate
students would be "missing the
The addition would restrict essence of graduate education" if they
graduate students from working more put their efforts into a part-time job
than 20 hours a week, and earning rather than their work.
more than $5,260 a year - the condiAfter the meeting he explained, "If
tions of a student hired on a half-time
we reach a point where many
stipend.
With this insertion, a student hired graduate students are holding down
at half time could not work more jobs outside in addition to receiving
hours and earn more money from the stipends, would it not raise questions
\ about our graduate programs and
University.
whether we're making good use of our
AND THOSE students hired for lass student funds?"
than half time only could work up to
THE HOURS taken away from
the hours and earnings of a half-time
research or studying and given to
student.
If the graduate student goes beyond work bothers Heberlein more than the
the limits for earnings and hours, he extra money the grad student earns,
could lose his assistantship or he said.
"First and foremost, they're
fellowship unless he shows a unique
economic need and gains approval students," he added.
from the Graduate College to do supBut at the meeting, after the
plemental work.
graduate students fired off stories of
These stipulations are outlined in economic hardship experienced by
the Graduate Adviser's Handbook, their peers and complained about inbut not listed on graduate student's flation and the rising cost of living,
Heberlein said, "I'm willing to listen
contracts.
to your economic needs, and I also
Rebelling against this long-standing sympathize with your unique
policy of the Graduate College, economic situations."
students at the meeting not only
Some students at the meeting also
rallied against the addition to the contract, but recommended that the were dismayed with the inconsistencies in enforcing the policy.
Handbook be revised.
PAUL FISCHER, popular culture
graduate assistant said that if the
policy already is provoking discontent, problems would be compounded
if it were inserted into the contract.
He said the policy should be changed, stirring the nearly 40 senators and
graduate students at the meeting to
clap and cheer.
Students should not be restricted
from working supplemental Jobs if
they can maintain class and job
responsibilities, GSS members
agreed.
"If I am keeping up with classes and
performing well as a teacher, why
should the University care if I'm making money on the side?" Senator Steve
Bolhafner asked.
BRAVING A VOLLEY of questions
from the students at the meeting,

GRADUATK«TUDENT Carol Gannon said she had a paycheck withheld
by the University after she taught exercise classes here.
But she said another graduate student she knows earned money by
working outside of the University.
"You are in essence forcing us to go
uptown or to Toledo so that we don't
have to go through the University and
get snagged," Gannon said.
She called the supplemental work
policy "ludicrous and unreasonable",
and suggested that its enforcement be
consistent.
HEBERLEIN AGREED that the
policy is difficult to enforce evenly,
but said, "Are you suggesting a secret
service be made to monitor all
graduate students?"

staff photo by Scott KMltr
Bob Hulholland, a doctoral student In the radio-tslsvlsion-fMm department, struggles with a trozen parking meter near Anderson Arena. Cold temperatures have caused some ot the meter coin slots to jam and
prevent coins from being deposited.

Jury charges Marine with treason
CAMP LEJEUNE, N.C. (AP) A five-man military jury yesterday convicted marine Pfc. Robert
Garwood of collaborating with the
enemy during the nearly 14 years
he spent as a prisoner of war in
Vietnam. It was the first courtmartial of a Vietnam-era POW.
The jury found the 34-year-old
Garwood, described by one former
POW as a "White Vietnamese," innocent on a charge of maltreating a
fellow POW but convicted him on a
lesser charge of assaulting the
POW. All the jurors are Vietnam
veterans.
The verdict, which found Garwood guilty on all five accusations
in the collaboration charge, came

during the jury's second day of
deliberations and after they examined copies of testimony given
by some of the government's most
damaging witnesses.
SENTENCING WILL be determined by the same jury after further hearings. The collaboration
verdict carries a possible maximum sentence of life in prison.
Garwood, an Indiana native who
returned voluntarily to the United
States in late 1979, looked straight
ahead as the verdict was read,
seemingly impassive as he had
been during the 12-week-long trial.
As he sat down, however, he seemed to be blinking back tears.

His companion of the past 18
months, Donna Long, a widow in
whose house Garwood resides,
wept openly but made no comment.
The defense team, headed by
John Lowe, appeared shocked and
offered no comment as they left the
court with Garwood. The tense
scene was a dramatic contrast to
the hallway outside the courtroom
a few minutes earlier, where
counsel and reporters joked about
casting the "Robert Garwood
Story" for the movies.
A FEW minutes later, at 4:32
p.m., a Marine guard ran from his
post at the court door to announce
continued on page 5

continued on page 5

Left out:

Proposed two year state budget skimps on higher education

by Llaa Bowers
staff reporter

Gov. James Rhodes in his proposed
two-year budget anticipates that the
state won't be able to keep up with inflation but in particular, it skimps on
higher education.
Toe proposal allows a 15.7-percent
spending increase for higher education, but that is compared to the current budget which was cut by a total
of 7 percent
University President Hollis Moore
Jr. called the 15.7-percent figure
"phony."

"THERE IS NO way to know what
those figures mean. What Rhodes did
was recommend that the 7 percent
that was cut out of our appropriations
this year be restored.
"If we were to follow their (state)
recommendations we would nave to
Increase student fees by 40 or 50 percent," he said. "And we certainly
can't and won't do that"
Moore noted that there is no attempt
by the state to impose a statewide student fee increase and Rhodes left the
decisions to individual colleges.
Moore said he does not know if the
University will raise fees.

MARY NOONAN, public information officer for the Ohio Board of
Regents, said the Regents are analyzing the proposal for actual dollar
figures.
Noonan said the increase was as
much as usual, but that because of inflation and the cuts in the current
budget there will not be enough
money to keep some programs going
at the same level.
Moore said there are no alternatives
to the situation but to take the money
the state gives and "do the beat we
can."
"I guess it's not worse than last

year because we know in advance
what the situation will be instead of
having a 3-percent cut here and
l-percent cut there.
"But it's really like saying, 'Do you
want to be shot or drowned?'" he said.
HIGHER EDUCATION is not a victim of discrimination, Moore said, it is
just that there are no state revenues
available. Rhodes imposed no new
taxes and Ohioans pay little in taxes
compared to other states, he noted.
Moore said there is "no substitute''
for looking at taxation in this financial
situation but he added that Rhodes'

proposal could have been worse.
"I won't claim that it can't get
worse than it is," Moore said. "At this
point we don't know what the total
dollars will be. This proposal isn't
final."
Another aspect of the proposed
15-percent spending increase is appropriations to medical colleges.
Moore said federal monies to medical
colleges have been withdrawn and the
state governments are going to fill
that gap.
"If you look at this, we are not going
to get 15 percent of anything. It looks
terrible," Moore added.
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Womens* ideal life plan conflicts with conservatism
BOSTON - Someday when they
write a media history of the women's
movement the chapter on the 1970s
will be called The Bra-Burning That
Never Happened.
This will focus on the nationwide
report of the Flaming Feminists who
set a torch to their underwear. In fact,
no piece of lingerie was ever kindled
in anger, but from then on, women's
rights advocates were permanently
labeled "bra-burners."
But the next chapter, the one on the
1980s, may well be called The Trend
That Never Was. Let me explain.
On Sunday, Dec. 28, the front page
of The New York Times carried the
headline: "Many Young Women Now
Say They'd Pick Family Over
Career." The story strongly suggested a new conservative trend on
the part of elite female college
students.

Focus
Ellen Goodman
syndicated columnist

IT OPENED with a short profile of a
Princeton senior who planned to study
in France, go to business school and
work in international finance. But, she
would then take 10 years off to be a
full-time mother: "If I can't give my
children 100 percent, I'd rather not be
a mother at all."
The reporter had done "dozens of interviews." But interviews are not a
scientific sample, so the whole piece
hinged on a study. According to the
Times, this research on 3,000 college
students from six highly selective

schools showed that "77 percent of the
women said that mothers should
either not work at all or work only
part-time until their children were 5
years old."
Here was a tale that fit perfectly into the New Conservative Era. What's
more, it bore the New York Times
Front Page Seal of Approval. So,
faster than you can say "high-speed
data vire," the news of a T-RrE-N-D
was sent across the country to the 511
newspapers who subscribe to the
Times wire service.
In a little more than a month, we
have been peppered with the notion loosely interpreted and popularized that 77 percent (count 'em) of the
young elite women believe that the
place of a mother of a preschooler is
in the home.
All this is fine and dandy and
typical. But this time the "hinge" for
the story was so loose that, when you

home full-time or (3) SO percent prefer
part-time jobs.
ALLOW ME to wiggle it The
But in no way can you read this
crucial statistic came from a 300-page statistic as a trend backwards.
Brown University report designed to
find out how well Ivy League Schools,
THE DATA did point out some
such as Brown, were treating women. potential conflicts for the students.
The data was not vintage 1980; it was Conflicts between men and women.
collected from 1976 to 1978.
Conflicts between the women's ideal
In one small section of the study, life plan and reality.
students were asked how they felt
For example, two-thirds of the
about a mother working when her women expected full-time careers.
children were very young. Among the But only two-fifths of the men exwomen, 27 percent thought mothers pected their partners to work fullshouldn't be working at all when their time. At the same time, the women
children were between 2 and 5 years preferred to plot out flexible lives,
old. Fifty percent thought mothers with time to reduce and then resume
should work part-time and 16 percent career commitments. But in the real
chose full-time.
world, career patterns are more rigid,
If you aren't suffering from math economic needs more urgent, and
phobia, you can read these figures at part-time professional work more
least three ways: (1)77 percent think scarce than these women suspect
women shouldn't work full-time or (2)
In fairness, many of the Times in66 percent think they shouldn't be at terviews captured the ambivalence
wiggle it, the whole trend falls down.

and uncertainty of young women. But
the whole piece shouted Conservative
Trend.
The media tale would be unimportant except that a story like this takes
on a life of its own in the public mind.
"According to the New York
Times..." It becomes part of the selffulfilling prophecy of the retreat to
traditionalism.
Professor Carol Leland, the project
director who tried to dissuade the
Times reporter from "misusing our
figures," now says: "I guess this
made it a better frontpage beginningof-the-year story."
Does she sound paranoid? Well,
what do you expect from those braburners?
(c) 1981, The Boston Glebe
Newspaper Co./Washington Post
Writers Group

Opinion
Dismissal of coach
not boosters privilege

mr™
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We are the first people to complain when parents do not
get involved in their children's activities, but some
Bowline Green High School parents seem to have taken
that a little too far.
The parents and fans of the city high school hockey team
have run its coach, Jeff Chapman, out of his job. When they
asked him to quit, he refused, and so the firing probably
will be made official at Tuesday's Board of Education
meeting.
This is a textbook story of parents who stick their noses
into places they don't belong and, as usual, it involved
sports. You don't see these parents whipped into a lather
over the choice of the senior class play.
The Bowling Green situation is unusual, though, because
the parents and fans, through an adult-groupie club called
the Blueliners, finances the team and half of the coach's
salary.
So certainly these parents have every right to recommend Chapman's firing. But the difference here is that a
bunch of boosters with no authority have railroaded a man
out of his job while he was still under contract.
Chapman might be incompetent; there might be a good
reason to dismiss him. But that should have been done
within the confines of the Board of Education, not some
cheap pressure move. And until it's done, Chapman should
coach.
The parents are probably only thinking of the best interest of the team members, but there is more to be taught
to these young men than hockey and the parents failed
miserably on that lesson.

SEE?MDITiLLYA?
REWNOFFhCE

Letters.
Writer, Weinert
trade fan opinions
I have many remarks in response to
the Feb. 4 BG News letter to the editor
entitled "Fans are adrenaline that
helps team win," written by Creston
Mapes.
To begin, after my letter appeared
in the Feb. 3 issue, I was called at
home by Coach John Weinert and told
that I said "a lot of dumb things" and
that my letter was an ignorant piece
of writing. Eventually we clarified our
positions (after approximately an
hour on the phone) and parted respecting each other's opinions but not
agreeing on many of the issues at
hand.
Coach Weinert's main criticism was
that compared to other fans in the conference, our fans were the best sports
fans, and that if I was going to write a

letter on our fans I should get all the
facts and go to some road games to
compare our fans with others.
My intent in the letter, however,
was not to compare our fans to others,
but to compare them to a standard of
sportsmanship that I, as a physical
educator and coach, have been taught
and have adhered to in my playing,
teaching and coaching career.
(Perhaps this will answer Mr. Mapes
question of where I've learned
anything about basketball.)
It has been suggested that my standards of sportsmanship are archaic
and even "childish." I do maintain,
however, that there can be a great
deal of competition without poor
sportsmanship. I agree with Creston
Mapes that fans are the adrenaline
that helps the team win and that we
should yell, chant and scream on
behalf of our BG Falcons.
However, I do not agree that we
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should attempt to make opposing in the process. I hope this clarifies my anybody's story but yours and Pete's. with you and Pete, but there are
players choke at the foul line (and, in- position.
Did you quote Coach York? Did you players, coaches, fans and readers
cidentally, neither does Coach
quote Mr. Ruehl? Did you quote and that are tired of negative attitudes,
Weinert). Nor do I believe in harassDiaone Lynne Kerr name the "other players" you wrote "Ron Mason Super Star" and the way
ing opposing players or officials.
1B4 E. Wooster St. so much about? No.
things used to be.
Perhaps we should take an example
If you're going to tell this right, Joe,
from the pinnacle of all sports Menzer's hockey
tell it all. Tell everybody what really
Let's bury all of that crap and look
achievement, the Olympic Games.
happened in Hartford. Tell everyone ahead, not back.
When the athletes from the different column one-sided
why our "super stars" from two years
I have friends on the team, on the
countries parade in at the opening
ago are only playing average hockey
ceremonies we do not boo them, we To Joe Menzer, staff reporter:
now and tell us why our tax dollars staff and in the stands and I'll lose a
applaud them in the spirit of sportshould pay for someone's education few by writing this letter. That's OK, I
It's pretty plain to see you wrote this that doesn't want to earn it
wrote what I felt.
smanship. Certainly Mr. Mapes will
Joe, do sports everywhere a favor:
agree that the Olympics are just a bit one-sided column to slam Coach York
and Jim Ruehl and not give your
Tell us about the guys on the club write better stories or get out of the
competitive.
readers a well-written story. Maybe team who would just love the chance business.
I have been accused of being Pete (Sikorski) should and maybe be to show us how good they really are.
DaaCoakey
childish. Is it mature to "rag" an of- shouldn't be dropped from the hockey
I guess there are people who agree
P.O. Box MS, Bowling Green
ficial after a shaky call so he "will not team, but Joe, we didn't read
do it again?" Is it mature to attempt DOONESBURY
by Garry Trudeau
to make an opponent "choke" at the
foul line by making ridiculous noises?
TOKEEPMYSEUempJAW, i
ACTUALS, POC.LOOUHSBACK
Tien, EVERY SIX WEEKS CX.
iis&TOFe&i woous DISEASES
so, rDHAVEAmm.tr
DUPJN6
THE MEDICAL CHECKUPS
£_& ipom-miK
. PAPJOPTHEIIHX£OKPEAL
HEVEP. FAI16D TOSCAKB
In my original letter, I did not mean
THE
DOCIOP.
WOOD
MMABLY
SO.HEJVST
I uMtsiHeexatuaAVNe
THE mi OUT Of TUB
to imply that all BG fans are poor
p*es&m
&66UPBOKEWM.
GUAPOS.,
ANPIPSAVE/T
sports, but I have witnessed poor
sportsmanship on the part of some
and do not believe it is necessary. We
can have a good time and be competitive without being poor sports. So,
let's go cheer for our Falcons without
degrading other teams or the officials

J

Respond.
If you would like to comment on
sonKthlng in the News or anything
of student interest, write to the
News.
The letter or guest column should
be typewritten, triple-spaced and
signed. Include your address and
telephone number for verification.
The News reserves the right to
reject letters or portions of letters
that are in bad taste, malicious or
libelous.
Address your comments to:
Editorial Editor, The BG News, 108
University Hall.
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Briefs,

Pocket billiards champion
to entertain at University

Economic colloquium

Job hunt seminar

Tliere will be an economic colloquium series Feb. 9 at 2:30 p.m. in 301
Education Bldg. The guest speaker is Thomas Barney, economic analyst for
the Marathon Oil Co., who will be speaking on "Economics of Energy."

"The Great Job Hunt 1981," a half-day seminar for college juniors, seniors
and graduate students, will be held Feb. 7 from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. in the Commuter Center. For more information contact Women in Communications
Inc. adviser Dr. Denise Trauth, 372-2138.

Bagel brunch

Bloodmobile begins Feb. 9

The Jewish Students Group will hold a bagel brunch Feb. 8 at 11 a.m. in the
Faculty Lounge, Union. Architect Monte, Leeper will offer a multi-media
presentation on "Jewish Art and Architecture: The Development of the
Synagogue."

This month's American Red Cross bloodmobile begins Feb. 9 and runs
through Feb. 12. It will be held in the Grand Ballroom, Union, from 10 am to
3:45 p.m. and walk-ins are accepted.

Mezzo-soprano to give recital
Mezzo-soprano Barbara Lockard will give a faculty recital today at S p.m.
in Kobacker Hall. Musical Arts Center. Admission is free.

Vocal ensemble concert
The Creative Music Association will present a vocal ensemble concert
Feb. 9 at 8:30 p.m. in the Recital Hall, Old Music Building. The concert will
feature original music by University students Mark Bunce, Michael Amundsen and Richard Dittes. The concert is free and public.

BG News volunteer writers meeting
There will be a meeting for all BG News volunteer writers today at noon in
the News office, 106 University Hall.
The Child and Family Club will meet Feb. 8 at 7 p.m. in the Living Center,
Home Economics Building. There will be nomination of officers.

Who's going to be the lucky
couple going to Toronto?

The Wood County Disaster Services will conduct a county-wide siren test
today from 10 a.m. until noon. The warning signals are as follows: straight
tone, alert signal - tornado sighted in the county; up and down tone, fire
signal; and warble tone, nuclear attack signal. Monthly siren tests will be
conducted on the first Friday of each month.

Creative writing student to read works
Creative writing student Carl Buchanan will give a reading of his works
Feb. 9 at 7:30 p.m. in the Commuter Center Lounge, Moseley Hall basement.
Admission is free.

Violist, pianist to perform

Child and Family Club to meet

KAPPA SIGS
GET PSYCHED
FOR THE FLY-ME

Siren test today

University faculty member Bernard Linden, a violist, and University of
Toledo faculty member Frances Renri, a pianist, will perform Feb. 7 at 8
p.m. in Bryan Recital Hall, Musical Arts Center. Admission is free.

Jack White, the internationally
famous pocket billiards champion,
will entertain University students today with humor and trick shots.
The portly pool shark, who holds
and honorary doctorate degree in
poolology from the University of
Notre Dame and a masters in billiard
science from the University of
Alabama, describes himself as "a
combination of Don Rickles and Santa
Claus."
White's father was a professional
billiards player and his great uncle
was a world champion. White began
playing the game when he was 8 years
old.
"This game has taken me to 126
countries, and I'm the only pool
player to ever play at the White
House," he said. He played for Lyndon Johnson in 1966.
White has played pool almost
everywhere from the North Pole to
Tuscaloosa, Ala., but he said his most
interesting trip was to Big Springs,
Texas to play in the Intercontinental
Pool Championship against Santa
Claus.
"Over 14,000 kids showed up to see
me get beat by Santa because the

store was offering free candy canes to
the kids if I lost," White explained. "I
was booed for every shot I made, but I
let Claus beat me two out of three."
Between shots, White dazzles audiences with clever anecdotes and
wisecracks. Because of his quick wits,
he has been invited to the Johnny Carson Show, Merv Griffin Show,"
What's my Line" and "To tell the
Truth."
White prefers performing at colleges instead of on television, he said,
because he likes personal contact with
people, especially college students.
White has played with Willie
Mosconi, Minnesota Fats and even
Suzanne Somers, but he said his
greatest honor was being invited to
entertain retiring POWs at Memphis
Naval Air Station Hospital in 1974.
The California resident always invites students to challenge him during
his exhibitions and a few times he has
been beaten. "Still, it's the game of
pool that makes it fun.
White will demonstrate several
techniques in billiards today at 1 p.m.
in the Buckeye Room, Union, and at 7
p.m. in the activites center of the Student Recreation Center.

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.
835 High St.
Phone 352-9378
******* NOW RENTING*** ********
FALL & SUMMER LEASING
Haven House 1515 E. Wooster St
Piedmont Apts.
8th & High St.
Blrchwood
650 Sixth St.
Buckeye
649 Sixth St.
Meadowlark
818 Seventh St.
Small Bldgs.
& 7th St.
Complexes, Houses,

Eff.,

1

& 2 Bdr.

CHERRYWOOD CLUB features INDOOR
HEATED POOL & recreation facility.

&\}&b

I!

ONE DOLLAR OFF SALE!

BUY ANY LP OR TAPE IN STOCK AND GET

,><*T7^

ONE DOLLAR OFF THE NEXT REGULARLY PRICED LP OR TAPE

.3__

SUPPORT OUR ADVERTISERS

SIDE DOOR
ENTERTAINMENT
PRESENTS:

it

OPEN HERE*

THE
JIM BALLARD

BAND

em

TONIGHT AND TOMORROW
UNION, SIDE DOOR
ADMISSION $1.00 8 P.M.

Trade mark (5)

CRAZY GEORGE
IS GIVING AWAY
FREE, ONE
QUART OF COKE

A Cleveland band which has opened for
artists such as: Poco, Pure Prarie League,
The Dirt Band, Michael Stanley,
Charlie Daniels,
and MOREII

with any medium or large 2 Kern pizza.
Pagliai's East already has the BEST
PIZZA VALUE in town, but with a FREE
QUART OF COKE, It's the
BEST DEAL IN TOWN!!!
CALL

PogfiQi's

EAST
440E. Court 352 I 596 I

HOURS
Mon-Wed
llam-2om
Thurs-Sat
11am-3am
Sunday
4 pm-Midnight

Watch for the FREE COKE PITCHER
GIVEAWAY in The BG News

Creative excellence is an American tradition.

Dorsey's Drugs
500 E. Wooster By the Tracks 352-1693
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But industry lures potential teachers

Tech school ups faculty recruiting
by Kim Van Wart
atari raportar

ing, finance or insurance business.
In comparison, the starting salary
for each of two newly hired assistant
professors in the school is $16,250, and
an instructor hired this year is earning $19,200 for a nine month contract.

There In heightened competition to
recruit faculty members for the
University's School of Technolgy and
to keep potential faculty members
from accepting better offers
elsewhere.
"Once we get good faculty, it 'Salary is not the only
doesn't take them long to see that they key to opening the
could get more money in industry," door. There is a shorBarry Pieraol, instructor at the
tage (of qualified peoschool, said.
A master's degree, after a technical ple) out there.'
undergraduate degree, is the ticket to
an average starting salary of $24,336
An assistant professor hired at the
in a petroleum and allied products industry, according to a national report. school more than 10 years ago is earning $23,763 and another, $24,668.
These salaries are determined
MBA GRADUATES with no profes- largely by professional qualifications,
sional experience also can expect professors at the school stress,
starting salaries of $25,236 in because not all of the faculty
aerospace, electronics and instru- members are graduates of doctorate
ment companies and $21,756 in a bank- programs.

"SOME OF OUR faculty are certified engineers," Dr. David Beach,
assistant professor at the school, said.
"And some people have taught, gone
into industry and come back, gaining
experience to become better
teachers."
Many faculty members are interested in "a balance of things rather
than just salary," Dr. Richard Kruppa, professor of technology, said.
"On the other side of the coin, there
are intrinsic rewards In University
teaching not found in industry."
But some people who prepare to
become teachers end up in industry,
Beach said.
However, director of the School of
Technology Dr. Jerry Stretchier said,
"Salary is not the only key to opening
the door. There is a shortage (of
qualified people) out there. One position took us over two years to fill."

Scientists issue new volcano alert after
Mount St. Helens lets off steam plume
VANCOUVER, Wash. (AP) - Volatile.Mount St
Helens snot a steam plume a mile above its 8,400-foot
crater rim yesterday and scientists said they expected
an eruption - but one that probably would not spew ash.
The steam plume shot 5,500 feet above the crater,
while the earthquakes which rattled the volcano earlier
seemed to have leveled off, scientists said.
That lull may be a clue to the volcano's next move,
said Christina Boyko, a spokeswoman for the University
of Washington's geophysics center in Seattle.
SEISMIC ACTIVITY leveled off late yesterday morning to about two events per hour after coming at a rate
of six to eight per hour earlier, she said.
She said any new eruption probably would be similar
to the period between Dec. 27 and Jan. 4, when molten
rock squeezed up through the volcano's crater floor,
hardening into a dome larger than Seattle's Kingdome.
"Seismic data of the last several hours indicate an
eruption within the next 12 hours," geophysics
spokesman Dave Peckham said, reading a department
statement shortly after 5 a.m. PST.
AT THAT TIME, Peckman said, the expected eruption could either be non-explosive, such as the one that

THE IMPORTANCE

FOREST SERVICE dispatcher Kate Brennan at the
volcano center in Vancouver said no evacuation would
be necessary because there is no one within 20 miles of
the mountain's north side.
The Oct. 16 eruption was the fifth eruption since the
massive May 18 eruption that left 62 people dead or
missing. The mountain was mostly quiet through
January. On Sunday, the quakes, tremors and steaming
began again

WE'VE COT MAGIC TO DO...

"SOUND Of MUSIC'

BGSU Theater Presents

created the dome, or could resemble the mountain's last
explosive eruption, which began Oct. 16 and shot steam
and ash thousands of feet into the sky over three days.
However, Boyko said later, "We do not discount the
possibility of an explosion, but it probably will be domebuilding."
Commercial pilots flying near the peak early yesterday reported steam and ash rising thousands of feet into
the air, but Forest Service spokesman Thorn Corcoran
said the plume contained no ash.
"It's venting but we're not calling it an eruption," he
said. "Things haven't changed, we're still in an eruption
alert."

Residence Life Presents:

Carousel ©inpcr Theatre Trip

MARSHALL HARRIS
mmii SnYeppa, Oljlo
PRICE: $20 Ticket Include* Adrplasloq, Transportation And Duffel Dinner

For tickets call 372-2719
February 4-7
Curtain 8 p.m.

of the Cleveland Browns

WHEN: Sunday. March 8

BEING EARNEST

in the Combat Room at the

REC CENTER
FRIDAY, FEB. 6, AT 7:00 ptvt

Signup Now I'm II fcb. 20
In The i: A0 Office. 3rd
floor, I'DIOR. $20 Payable
Al Tbl" Time.

Mamstage
University Hall

Film clips-presentation-questions answered
He wiH be in the dorms before the presentation

Trip Leaven The 1 nlon
Oral Al Noon. March 8ib.
^WVW*iWV»^«''

1

OPENING TODAY

B.G. BIKE & SKI
904 E. Wooster B.G.
(Next to T.O.'s)
Phone 352-4572

■

GOLD AND SILVER

-Sales and Service of bicycles and
cross country skis

REWARD

-Waxing of cross country and
Alpine skies
Open

We pay the MOST MOEET in town
all the time for your precious metal jewlery.

10-7 weekdays
10-5 Saturdays

—ALSO BUYING—
• Gold Filled items *
Silver Coins, Silver Dollars
and Sterling Silver items

• WE MAKE THE TRIP WORTH IT!*

^

one dollar off on any ski
wax at B.G. Bike and Ski

Tues.-Fri.

The Jewlery Box

10-5

133 W. Wooster

good through March 1, 1981
$

$

Second Annual

Career Awareness
Week

5
3

S
at the
g UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

Tuesday, February 10th.... Advertising
and Marketing Research
9:30WTOL-TV11
11:00 Fahlgreen & Ferris
1:00 Root Advertising Agency
Wednesday, February 11th
Retailing Day
9:00 McDonald's Inc.
10:30 May Co. & O'Neils
12:00 Gimbles
1:30 Rikes
3:30 Higbee Co.
Thursday, February 12th
Sales Day
9:00 Proctor & Gamble
11:00 IBM
1:00 Frigidaire & Sales
(White Consolidates)
2:30 Owens Illinois

SHOP EARLY
for your Valentine

we will be

CLOSED
Wednesday, February 11th through

i

Tuesday, February 17th for the
installation of new carpeting.

•UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE«.
^
«*•

STUDENT SERVICES BUILDING

{

FRENCH FLING
TONIGHT AT 8:30
AT THE F.O.P. HALL
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Marine.

that the verdict was coming.
Guilty verdicts were returned
against Garwood on charges of:
•informing to the enemy about
complaints, feelings and attitudes
of fellow captives;
•interrogating POWs upon their
entry into the camp about the

former military units, their attitudes and any escape plans;
•indoctrinating POWs as part of
a political curse, extolling the virtues of the National Liberation
Front and suggesting that they
"cross over" to the enemy. The
jury deleted an accusation from

1 FREE POP
with the purchase of any small pizza
fllk For It When Ordering

i* s>~*
*
*
#
«
*
*
*

352-5166

grad students.

Irom page 1

ONE COUPON PC* PIZZA
EXPIRES FEB.28. 1981
iCOUPONl

&TDK
Wait till you hear
what you've been missing.

*

I*
*
#
ft
ft
ft
ft

this charge alleging Garwood had
ascribed the term "mercenaries"
to the American POWs; and,
•serving as a guard, escorting
POWs inside and outside the camp.
The jury deleted from this charge
the allegation that Garwood served
as an "armed" guard.

After the meeting, Heberlein
estimated that of the 709 graduate
students now on stipends, only about
12 had problems with the policy.
GSS's recommendation will be
discussed by the Graduate Council at
a meeting Monday/and this group will

»

I

WINTER FESTIVAL i
FEBRUARY 7 AND 8

VARIOUS WINTER EVENTS, SUCH AS:
Ice Skating
Sledding
Skiing
Obstacle Course
Sleigh Riding

Snow Sculpture
Bonfire
Curling Demo
Snow Tug-Of-War
Softball & Football

1
ft
ft

Ift
ft
sft
ft

%
ft

from p«o« 1

decide on the addition.
"I'm not taking any guesses on their
reaction or the decision," Heberlein
said.
But he added that he will administer
any policy that the body approves.
GSS President Roy Finkenbine said

SIGMA NU SIGMA NU SIGMA NU SIGMA NU SIGMA NU,

D
Z

THE BROTHERS OF

<

SIGMA NU

Q

ANNOUNCE THEIR NEW ACTIVES

z
<

DAVE RHOAOES

WAYNE LURCH

CO

DAVE FEGELMAN

JON MUSIAL

Z

BOB GESCHKE

KEITH PALMER

TIM HINCKLEY

TOM SHIELDS

<2
<

WILL BE HELD AROUND THE CAMPUS

DEAN WRIGHT

CO

ft SIGN-UPS BEGIN JAN. 28, UAO OFFICE, 3RD FLOOR, J
ft
UNION.
5
ft
W****+*******************++*******+**2

after the meeting that he endorses his
group's recommendation.
"I'm concerned with the time spent
on the enforcement of the policy for
the limited number of offenders. I
don't think it's time spent wisely," he
said.

r>
z
SIGMA NU SIGMA NU SIGMA NU SIGMA NU SIGMA NU>

COME AND SEE OR PLA Y
H FEBRUARY 10 AT 8 P.M.
SIDE DOOR, UNION
Anyone interested in being
a contestant must fill
out an application between
Jan. 28 and Feb. 9 in
The UAO Office, 3rd
floor, Union. Prizes
will be awarded!

NOW ONLY.,

2.

49

-128 N. Main St. / Downtown

ADMISSION 50$ (APPLICANTS FREE)

-1432 E. Woosfer / Campus
puna

WINTHROP Apts.
North & South
Summit Terrace

NOW LEASING FOR FALL
FURNISHED &
UNFURNISHED

The Brothers of Alpha Sigma Phi
Are proud to announce their
new officers:
President - Mark Burton

Vice Pros. - Bob Idzakovich

Treasurer - Mike Gardner

Rec. Sec. - Bob Hamilton

Rush Chairman • John Ramirez

Sgt. at Arms - Angelo Pontello

Corresponding Sec. - Randy Davidson

Philanthropy - Randy Davidson

POOL
LAUNDRAMATS

Social Chairman - John Morrison

Alumni • Rick Supplee

Athletic Chairman ■ Mike Skelly

Activities - Earl Jones

House Marshall - John Hohlmayer

Scholarship - Chris Martin

AIR CONDITIONING

House Manager - John Keefer

LIC Sis Advisor - Ken Bennett

Kitchen Steward - John Keefer

Fund Raising - Mike Gardner

GAS HEAT
SUMMER RATES

IFC Rep. - Paul Miller

PD In house - Angelo Pontello

HAE - Jeff Reichman

PD out of house- Rick Supplee

The Phoenix takes flight!
Office Hours
M-F 9-5
Sat Feb 7th 10-3
Sat Feb 14th 1-3
Office - 400 Napoleon Rd

PHI KAPPA PSI

352-9135

VOLUNTEERS
VOLUNTEERS
VOLUNTEERS
MEETING MEETING MEETING
TODAY at NOON
The BG News office
106 University Hall
If you're already writing for us
or would like to start,
attend today's meeting.
The sports section

Mark & Linda
Keith & Nancy
Jeff & Sis
Steve & Kim
Jeff & Jenny
Michael & Kitty
Jim & Mary Anne
Todd & Nancy
Mike & Laura
Greg & Keeiy
Stan & Sue
Dave & Bobbie
Dirk & Judy
Chip & Gina
Reiner & Anne
Phil & Sandy
Dave & Brenda
Steve & Linda
Scott & Sharon
Daniel & Karen

Scott & Diane
Ray & Kim
Jeff & Sue
Jon & Lynne
Bob & Gwynne
Bill & Teresa
Scott & Sharon
Steve & Debbie
Doug & Becky
John & Dawn
Scott & Lee Ann
Dan & Leslie
Keith & Terry
John & Julie
Brad & Barb
Mike & Janet
Mike & Lisa
Tim & Leslie
Dave & Melinda
Hairball & Goldie

also needs volunteer wnters
now and next quarter.

1981 Winter Formal

Fremont Ramada Inn
tmtm*o*m*»*o*m*mt

mwv races m
Date: Presidents Weekend,
Feb. 14-Feb. 16
Cost: $95
|Sign-up in the UAO Office, 3rd Floor-Union,|
LIMITED TO 30 PEOPLE

Alpha Gommo Delta
Winter Formal 1981
Janki & Zak
Beth & Joe
Ann & Doug
Lorl & Rick
Lynn & Ken
Barb & T.K.
Courtney & Joe
Dena Wena & Barry Weary
Sherri & Mike
Bisco & Lll Spach
Bettina & Randy
Trudy & Guldo
Chris & Big Dan
Michelle & Fred
Sue & Steve

Rookie 4 Mike
Dawn & Don
Chris & Smooth
Lindsey & Dubious
Lainie 4 Mr. Wilson
Sue & Jeff
Lynda & John
Kelly & Kevin
Fran * Tom
Katie & John
Shell & Bobby
Sue & Ron
Chris & Wes
Jenny & Tom
Joan & Gilly
Cecelia & Howie
Diane & Chuck
Elbon & Scott
Mom & Doug
Tina & Ronnie
Jewels & Weeds
Kim & Brandon
Leigh & Bobby B.
Julie & Bill
Carla & Dewey
Diane & Howie

Bakes & Rick
Hoves S Song
Amy & Figs
Kathy & Russ
Cathy & Mike H.8.
Soup & Abouh
Vlcki & Rich
Debbie & Todd
Tina & Tim

2for1
PIZZA
MONDAY
5to7
Pagliai's

EAST
& SOUTH
Monday 5 to 7 only, get a
pizza free when you purchase another pizza of
equal or greater value!
(Sorry, no delivery. Pick up
or eat-in only.)

PbgliQi's
SOUTH

EAST

945 S. Main
352-7571

440 E. Court
352-1596

Coke giveaway not good
during 2 for 1 on Mondays.

EAST HOURS:
Mon.- Wed.
Thurs.-Sat.
Sun.

11 a.m.-2 a.m.
11 a.m.-3a.m.
4 p.m.-Midnight
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\fery few beer drinkers can pass this test.
Canyon?
s

If you can taste which beer is which,
you know beer every which way.

■

The Master Brewer decides.
The Master Brewer determines how a beer will
taste. Brewers are constantly adjusting, experimenting, improving their beers. For example,
Schlitz. ThreeyearsagoaMasterBrewercame .
over to head up Schlitz. For 40 years Frank
Sellinger had brewed
some of the best
beers in America.
And he came
to Schlitz to
make his
best beer/
ever.

. ;«*>*>/

\

;a» £

//

(VA

j

Three major premium beers have three
A
different tastes. But if you can taste that Bud Vyflr
is Bud, Miller is Miller, and Schlitz
is Schlitz —blindfolded —
you are probably in the top
!
10% of expert beer tasters.
'.'•:
Like to test your taste?
& ft
Then, on with your
blindfold.
/

5*fc,

M
■

The best beer is #

A

Refreshing

Faintly
SWOOI

Full
bodied

Smooth

Mellow

Mild

Full
flavored

Watery

Biting

Too
strong

Overly

carbonated

Bland

10
•

8

&&

m

-■

■

Flat

^

kf^

4»

Too
biner

[Place beers numbers on each scale from 1 to 10.

Beer#1 is

stfnCEftn

Beer #2 is.
.wBeer #3 is.

I,'

v»
^

\L

W^

■ X'* £w

%m

The perfect beer is
the beer that tastes
perfect—to yon.
Have a friend pour all
three beers into identical glasses
and label them 1, 2 and 3. Now you taste
and identify each beer. Whether you guess
all three brands right, or all three wrong, you'll know which
tastes best to you. Don't be surprised if it's not your brand.
To get a better picture of each beer's taste, rate its flavor
characteristics from 1 to 10 on the scale at the right.

The last word is yours.
To Frank's taste, today's Schlitz is
the smoothest beer you can buy.
& *$-;
But taste for yourself. Your
decision is what counts.

What makes beers taste different?
Hops are a major factor. Too much hops can make a
Jj^
beer bitter. Too little leaves it bland. Barley malt is important, too.
It gives a beer "body" and adds a mellowness.The balance
fk
of the two is what makes a beer taste smooth.

y's Schlitz
rit!
C1980 Jos Schlitz Brewing Company. Milwaukee. Wl
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Classifieds.
LOST * FOUND
Lost e baby bracelet the bracelet
hat Donna Jo on It. If found
pteese call 152 1753. Sentlmenlel
vahtel
Found
logic
book
(Faclone/Scherer) Call Kirk

mm.

Found Ig. volume 1*77 from
NASA on Sky Lab. Call Elmer
Spreltier for claiming 1 -17*1.

ilUVICH OFFllfD
Emotional and/or material
pregnancy aid can be yours If you
need It. Contact EMPA 3SM<M
or 353-7041. Any Info given con
lldenllal.

Phi Ptl Lll Sis Pledges. Only two
weeks away It'll be a great dayl
So get peyched to go actlvel
Love. Sue *. Alanna.
Sue Osterhout: Sorry this hi late
but If still moans-congratulations
on your engagement to Bob. we
wish you the happiest of dreams.
DZ Love. Your Slstars.
"S. College Stvan"-What a
weekend this will be, from bowling shirts to trying to ski. I don't
forget-some great company!
MER (Miss Fish) We hope your
graduation to adulthood Is your
best birthday ever We love you
3rd floor Dunbar Chi O's
PSST...The DG Anchor Splash Is
coming toon PASS IT ONI I
Florida Fling In two weeks Saturday Feb. 31 In N.I, Commons.
Alpha Phi Alpha Sigma Phi.

PERSONALS
PAPER DRIVE BGSU Men's
Chorus. Feb. S» Call 353 2*34 or
353-eat] for pickup.
L.I.F.E. It coming to the Student
Rec Center. Feb. »,7. Come to
L.I.F.E.'
IF A MODERN ARCHITECTURE
TEACHER
IS
A
POLYNOMIAL JERK ft HE INVESTS "X" AMOUNT OF
'QUARTERS' FOR THREE
MONTHS AT A RATE OF 2*
COMPO U NDE D
•QUARTERLY', THEN HOW
MUCH DOES TERI REALLY
LOVE STEVE? (I'LL GIVE
YOU ONLY ONE OUESSII)
Dells: The Pledge Day tea was
really great. Delta Tau Delis
really rate. Get peyched for Friday night when w* get a chance
to reunite. Love. Chi O Pledgee.
FLORIDA FLINO IS COM I NO I
FLORIDA FLINO IS COMING!
FLORIDA FLINO IS COMINOI
1
FREE
BASKETBALL
TICKETS. Register weekly at
Command Performance. The
Helrstyllng Place, for free
reserved teat home game
tickets. No obligation. Drawing
at 4:00 p.m. on preceding day.
352*15*.

sHoiiir m SHIM
lllt.lll sUTIMESH
All
MATS..

3tfb

'*le',™"",'s1 e-TSTARTS TONIGHT!
EVENINGS AT 7:30-*:30
p.m. SATURDAY AT
27:301:30 SUNDAY AT
2-4-rjo*so

. GENE WILDER
RICHARD PRYOR

Marc J. Welcome back to our
favorite, most sensitive accom
panlst. We want your fingers, and
you...I All our love, Babycaketft
Kat woman.
You finally made It "J" Happy
21st B-dayl The Pom Pom Girls
are proud of you. Luv "C ft P"
FINDERS Buy any LP or TAPE,
Get SI OFF next reg. priced LP
or TAPE.
L.I.F.E. Is coming to the Student
Rec Center. Feb. 6,7. Come to
LI.F.E.I
WFAL needs a mascot! II Draw
us a winning picture ft win some
fantastic prizes. Entries can be
dropped off at WFAL or The
Source.
^__^^_
KD Fall Pledget, you sure are
sneaky, did you really think you
could get away with III We love
you. The Sisters. P.S. Thanks for
the great party.
__
Beamin' Babes, Congratulations
on passing National. Your pledging days are almost completed.
Get psyched to go actlvel Love,
The Active Sisters of Gamma Phi
Beta.
To the PHI TAU'S:
Congratulations on your victory
last Sunday IheOELTS.

-"JTasHIVM—=.

Cinema M
iUDH-VeiM*

\MQPPINO

CUtTIR

JUST THE TICKET
FOR WEEKEND FUNI
| OUR FRIDAY SATURDAY
MIDNIGHT RVOVIII
ALL SEATS $1.00
MI Ofiiei oeius n 4S»
WOWTIMI 11*1 a.*..

M

ATffs: Get ready for many good
times at the tee tonlght-we're
psyched, hope you are tool The
OZ's.
TOO MANY CLASSES? IS your
course load Interfering with getting your hair styled? Remember
that Command Performance,
The Hairttyllng Place. Is open
every weekday evening until f :0O
p.m. ft 11:00 to 5:00 on Sunday.
353-tlsg.
'

tt

The Alpha Slgs %rt reedy
because we ntvtr snooze. The
Alpha Slot vt ready to party
with the Oco Phoo Boo'sPertonallzed Red Satin Heart
shaped pillows 3 sizes available
Also Valentine Monkey Sock
Dolls. 6*9 3*73 [local).
CRAIG. The 6th is the dete ft six
teen the number; what a better
way to celebrate It than with this
weekend-I'm looking forward to
It. Linda.

CHARITIES BOARD ROSE
RAFFLE FEB. II ft II IN THE
UNION FOYER. FROM 10: Jt to
1:3*. TICKETS ARE t.35 EACH.
DRAWING WILL IE FEB. 13 IN
THE FALCON NEST AT 3:M
P.M

ALPHA SIGMA PHI ALPHA
PHI
ALPHA PHI ALPHA SIGMA
PHI
FLORIDA FLING-WATCH FOR
IT.

DONUTS DELIVERED? SURE I
BY THE OETAWAY. Delivery
trom 7:30 a.m. 10a.m. Mon. Fri.,
I:3»a.m.-ll a.m. Jat.t p.m. 1:00
a.m. Sim.-Ttwr, Call 353-41*3.

Residence Life Theme Week
sponsors "The Way We Put It All
Togehter Is What Sets Us Apartdone by IBMfttheC.S. Dept. at)
p.m. on Monday, Feb. 9 In 320
Math Science ft "Future Shock;
The EHect of Change in the Work
Place" at 7 p.m. on Monday In
the Chapman Cefeterla Lounge.

Live Musk-Live Musk-Upstairs
at The Longbranch-Thur. thru
Saturday-Doors open at 9:00
p.m.-Come early for a good seat.
Quality entertainment In BG't
fkiett Night Clubl
CASH PAID FOR GOLD CLASS
RINGS. Check other prices, then
cell 353 4175 for the highest gold
prices ottered Ask lor Steve.

Singing Valentines available by
PRSSA. We'll sing our way to
your heart. Order yours Feb. 9 ft
10 In u Hall.

IMPRINTED SPORTSWEAR
IMPRINTED SPORTSWEAR
BAST COURT. 117 E. Court.
353-1 *Q7.

CO-OP HAIR STYLING? You
bet! Shampoo your own head
beforehand on day you want it
styled; and Command Performance, The Hairstyling Place,
will precision cut and blow-dry
style It tor lust SI0.00I Blow-dry
styling alone for lust S5.00I (Need
not be wet wiser vou come in, but
don't spray It afttr shampooing.)
These special BGSU prices not
eligible lor usual 10% student discount. 357-915*.

Singing Valentines available by
PRSSA. We'll sing our way to
your hearts. Order yours Feb. 9 ft
10 In U Hall
'
Come explore your fantasies with
Residence Life: "Superdancefor
Super People" Kohl Hall/MD
Dance Marathon t p.m. 13/6) to 7
p.m. (2/71 student Services
Forum. "Health Fair" Rec
Center-S p.m. on Friday the 6th.

more!

CRAZY
2ND BIO WEEK!!
EVENINGS AT 7:309:20
p.m. SATURDAY AT
2 7:30 0:20 p.m. SUNDAY
AT 2J:oO-7:30-9:20 p.m.

AN EPIC COMEDf
(CJVI Ok lAkl ANINCMi

LILY
TOMLIN
CHARLES
GROWN

I2X""

iSLi'*"*!

Win
Someone's
Heart
on Feb. 14.

THE

SHRINKING
WOMAN

•Mall
it i nut nxn
ALlSfATS ANTT1MI

I

3S3ZSB
STARTS TONIGHT!
EVENINGS AT 7:S0-«:20
p.m. SATURDAY AT
2 7:30-*:20 Bust. SUNDAY
AT 2-l.-»0-7:34>»20 p.m. _

HAVES A HAPPY
TIME WIT
MEAN 0UVEI

Send Flowers on
Valentine's Day.
Teleflora's
Sweetheart Bouquet.
An elegant arrangement,
set in a luvely
red (in with a delicate,

art nouveau heart
necklace as a special gift.
It's very reasonahly priced.
So come by or call to
order one soon. Telenora's

Check your
on-campus mailbox

MAURER-GREEN
RENTALS
224 E. Wooster Street
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

1981 FALL
APARTMENTS
QREENBRIAR APARTMENTS
215E.P0ER0AD
Efficiencies (Furnished & unfurnished)
One Bedroom (Furnished & unfurnished)
Model Apartment is No. 40 with Hours Tues.
& Thurs. 5-7 p.m.

ie)oBIN\MU!AMS
SHEIi&DUWl-

»EDHOOM
10
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ANN: Thanks for the "fun" hunt.
We'll have to get together with
Bemle ft Bing for a celebration!!
Love. YOUR LITTLE.

Deits. Thanks for the crazy time
last night. You really warmed-up
our weekend! The Gemma Phi
Betas

Make tracks on the Secret Trail
for a trip for two to Boyno Mt.
Tune In to WFAL tor clues Fat).
9-13 ft follow the "SECRET
TRAILM"

Thanks for the party place. Betsy. Cheryl. Sandy ft Laurie,
K.D.'s of me week-whet spirit!

F. rmte. needed Immediate occupancy avail. Close to campus.
Call 353-5014.

To all Delta Gamma Ski bums ft
their dates: Oh the weather out.
side Is frightful, but "SKI
CHALET" will be to delightful
And there's no better piece to be,
than beside the fire with your
lavorlte DGII Think Snowm

1 M. to there apt. Available nowl
Call after 5 p.m ,354 1921 tt7 50

"We've Got Magic To Do..."
Residence Life Presents HaydenMagklan at Large at * p.m. on
Sunday In the McDonald West
Lounge ft at * p.m. on Monday In
the Founder's Gold Lounge...Join
In on the Snow Sculpture Contest
between Harshman ft Krelscher
In front of the Union from 510
p.nv
__
Dave ft Chris: To 533 Watt our
bigs did go. then to the Phi Tau
house they did roam. The Alpha
Gam paddle hunt wat a big success ft we all agree that you guys
are the best! Thanks a lot for
your help! Lisa.
SUPERDANCE SUPERDANCE
SUPERDANCE
Frl. Sat., 35 hour marathon
Student Service* Forum

CHI O'S:
Even though we Deltt are not
from Penn, Harvard, or Yale,
we'll still show you Chi O's a par
ty In Ivy League style. So be
prepared for a RWT. DELTS.
To our Sweethearts of SAE. our
Little Sitters. Ladles, tonight It
the night that we show you how
much you truly mean to us. Get
psyched for the party that's gon
ne rock the whole campus. We
love you. The Brothers.
Gunce ft BunheedGet up for
your tests two hours ego! The
Brothers

PIDDY PATTI: Happy 21st Birthday to the very best roomie
anyone could ask for. Have the
best birthday ever. Love, Rhonda;
Dan, Thanks for the dinner Frlday. It was greet! Love The AX's
Jaanor, Hall to the queen on her
21st Birthday. Live It up. Ger, Jo,
Kar.
We'd like to give a hoot to the new
actives K Ann ft Kimmyl Love,
The Pledges.
We've got magic to do) Come Explore.."Death ft Dying'Mac N.
Lounge 9
p.m.
on
Mon...."Explore Your Fantasy
Vacation to Florida" Prout Main
Lounge 9 p.m. on Monday.

F. rmte. wanted immediately.
Nice house, near campus, own
room. Call Cindy after 5 p.m..
352*309.
F. rmte. needed for Spr. Qtr.
Close to campus. Call 353 1*05.

I M. rmte.
352 9275.

for III

sch.

yr.

2 F. rmtes. needed II12 sch. yr.
>7* mo. plus util. House close to
campus. Nice! Call Tammy or
Mlndy at 353 4173.
1 F. rmte needed for II12 sch. yr.
Have apt. close to campus. Call
Beth 372 551*.
F. rmte needed. Walking
distance to cempus. Own bdrm.
Call Gloria. 352 24*4.

1 L J*^

Ovation guitar Ilka new. Goad
prke. Call 353 53*2 eves ft
3 JBL L11* Users. Exceil. oand.
1300 or best offer. Call 352 4453.
ALTEC las A loudapkeri. 3-wey
walnut cabinets. $350. 354 1791.
OM Maaeikeei lesTs - IN* far
collectors ated researchers.
leejee la stack. BaaHe items,
Mallya Monroe. Spans, Fan
Magazines. Can 1419) *7*-*e*7
new for mere kefe.
•

1 F. needed to sublet a house on
3rd St. Spring Qtr. 175 mo. plus •/.
Utll. 352-0*53.
F. rmte. needed. Very nkt
house. I blk. from campus. Call
3531
F. rmte. needed start. Spr. Qtr.
1127.50 mo ft etec, close to cam
pus. Cell 354-1933.
F. rmte. needed immed. House
next to campus, own bdrm. Call
Mary 352 71*3.
2 F. rmtes. needed next year. We
can move or stey In current apt.
352 0*50.
Need 1 F. rmte. to share apt. S95
mo includ util Call 372 4406

WANTED
F. rmte. Immediately for Spr. •!.
Close
to campus behind
McDonalds Rest. Own room, si 10
mo. Call eves. 352-7470.

Professional nurses pt. ft full
time. Apply wood County Nurs
IngMoma. 1-MM411.

HELP WANTED
East Court Sportswear. Apply at
117 E. Court St. betwn. 10-12 a.m.
2 6 to 2 12. Closed Set, ft Sun.
Senior nursing students. Pt. time
afternoons or nights. Apply Wood
County Nursing Home. I 353-1411
OVERSEAS
JOBS
Summer/year round. Europe. S.
Amer.. Australia, Asia. All
fields, J500 11200 monthly.
Sightseeing. Free Info. Writ* IJC
Box 52 OH3. Corona Del Mar. CA
92*25.

POet RENT
Large 3 bdrm. apt. for subis now
thru June 15. 352-937*. ask for
Linda.
Immed.. efflc apt. S135
ma Includ utll. Greonbrlar N.
Aprs Call 352-3*53.
SUCKS

Houses ft Apt. 19*1*3 school
year. Call Newlove Realty.
35251*3.
Quiet, sound controlled turn,
studios with built In bookcases,
attic storage ft short term leases
evell. Gred students only. Call
now 353 7691.
THURSTIN MANOR APT. AC,
FULLY CARPETED. CABLE
TV. EFFICIENCIES, LAUNDRY FACILITIES. NOW LEAS
ING FOR SUMMER ft FALL. 451
THURSTIN AVE. 3525435.
303 S. Prospect. 4 bdrm. house
sterling « 16 li. 1 yr. state. Call
John Newlove Real Estate.

352*553.
SuMs. 1 bdrm apt. 1250 mo. All
utll. Includ. Immediate occupencyl Call collect 1*41 4929
Apt. subis Immed. em St. 3
bdrm. turn, all utll pd. except
elec Call 353-3*97.
Subis. 1 bdrm. apt. for Spr. Qtr.
S215 mo. utll. Close to campus
Ann or Debbie 353 42*1.

"MUSICAL SOUL REVUE II"

SLAVERY TO SOUL
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 10, 1981 8:00 P.M.
at
AT KOBACKER HALL, MUSICAL ARTS CENTER
MISTRESS OF CEREMONIES:
CHERYL DODD and FAITH HAIRSTON

FEATURING
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ROXANNE REESE
JOHNNY YARBOROUGH
MICHAEL BURNS
RENISE SIMMONS
%.
DIANE STUBBLEFIELD
ROCHELLE DIXIE
TERRI CARTER
THE CROONERS
(Johnny Yarborough, Michael Burns,
Alan Jackson, Michael Jewel,
Oliver Hairslon, Jay T. Hairslon)
VANESSA WALKER
CRYUS McFARLIN
LISA MACK

ADMISSION: S0«

MUSICIANS

"In Celebration of Black History
Month"
Presented by:
The Office of Educational
Development

Daryl Ellis (keyboards)
Brian Lee (bass)
Sandy Mitchell (drums & percussion)
Jerry Little (Vibes)
Stacy Mitchhart (Guitar)
nnmnnnn) e'*'*Ttnnrq

STOREWIDE
CLEARANCE
Fall - Winter Fashions
50% - 60% - 70% off

Sweaters
ALL FALL STYLES
50%-60%-70% Off
Coaf Sweaters Reg. 26.00-44.00
Now 12.99-15.99

Oxford Shirts
"2 for One Special"
Buy one at reg. price (not sale
price) choose second one FREE
(same price or less)

••■"• l_l
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906 Nipolion Rd
End of S. Colltgti
Nipolton Rd.
35MMT

ilUefloia

1 M or F. needed to share house.
1*5 mo. 1 Wk. from Howards
Own bdrm. Call 354-1175.

LUTHER
733-755-777
Manville Ave.
2 Bedrooms
1V* Baths
9 Month Lease
$325 per month

It's a beautiful way to

KLOTZ FLOWER
FARM

Come loin WFAL at Uptown for
an evening of crazy times. Stert
the weekend off right with TGI F
Happy Hours. Fridays 4-9 at Up
town. Drink 2 for 1.

wnTrrrrvrrrrrrrnnvnirrrrrprn

Sweetheart Bouquet.
make love blossom.

Florida Fling In two weeks.
Saturday Feb. 21 In N.E. Com
mons. Alpha Sigma Phi Alpha
Phi.

CALL
NEWLOVE REALTY
352-5163

RIDGE MANOR APARTMENTS
519 RIOGE STREET
Two Bedroom (Furnished) Townhouse
Apartments
Carpeted, Garbage Disposals & Close to
Campus
Laundry Room Available
3-Man & 4-Man Rates Available
Model Apartment is No. 24 with Hours
Mon. 6:30-8:30 p.m., Tues. 2:30-4:30 p.m. &
Wed. 4:30-6:30 p.m.

INCREDIBLE

3 girls need rmte. to share expenses In apt. Very close to campus. Avail, now. ft or Spr. Qtr.
352 5014.

311'/. South M.lzs-N.w 2 bedroosta*
SIS South Mala-3 bedroom
SlS'/l Soerth Main-2 bedroom
S17 Sooth Mala-3 bedrootau
319 South Mata-2 bed roosts.
332'/. South Mala-3 bedroom
336Vz South Maha-2 badrootaa
328'/. South Mala-S bedrooms.
Ml Slsth-2 bedroosst house
825 Sixth-3 bedroom house

,,b
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Lor! R . Happy Roomie Day!
You're a super friend ft roommate. Have a nice weekend.
Love, Nancy.

D.G.'s ft Scopes come in off the
slopes. To gat yourselves warm ft
party up a storm. Because Satur
day night will be a skier's
delight.

RENTALS 1981-1982
SCHOOL YEAR
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ONE OF OUR BETTER KEPT
SECRETS (But not on purpose!)
BGSU Students save 10% on all
regularly priced services at
Command Performance, The
Halrstyllng Place. Bring I.D. ft
pkk up your student discount
card on next visit. 353-915*.

o/s.

Sca
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L.I.F.E. Is coming to the Student
Rec Center. Feb. 6,7. Come to
L.I.F.E.II

Delts-We've always said our hips
have sunk ships et Harvard. Yale
ft Purdueft Friday we'll be wearing our oxfords, topsiders, ft
alligators tool We're psyched for
tome Ivy league actlonl The Chi

LIVING ROOM
13- « *»■

"7
X
v£
319 East Wooster Street
Phone 353-3641
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All Fall Drasses-50%-60%-70% Off
Chenille Tops-Reg. 20.00 -$6.99
Quilted Jackets by Hang Ten-Reg. 48.00~S17.99
Danskin Turtleneck Leotards-Reg. 11.00-$3.99
Knit Hats, Scarves-Ass't Styles-50%-60% off
Fall Handbags-Vinyl, Wool Plald-50% off
Blazers/Sklrts/Pants -Ass't Styles-50%-60%-70% off
Argyta Sox-Reg. 4.00-S2.25
Llngerie-Sleepwear-Disc. Styles-up to Vt off

Many Unlisted Items!!

The Powder Puff
525 Ridge St.
IASUUUUUU til M.tJU III tUII M.I.M t.» 11 »,M.tJJULaJLI
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Sports.
New scoring system
requires difficult tricks
by Christopher Sherk
assistant sports editor

While some of the world's finest women gymnasts were showcasing their
talents in last summer's Olympics, a governing body decision was in the works
that would perhaps leave a greater impression on this sport than even the
quadrennial Games.
Adopted before the start of the 1980-1981 season was a new scoring system
that would effect a major change in the sport.
The new rules, created by the European-based Federation of International
Gymnastics and implemented here by the United States Gymnastics Federation, require gymnasts to perform more difficult routines in order to receive the
same scores they earned in previous years.
AS THE new season dawned last December, Bowling Green's gymnasts were
preparing newer and more demanding routines, including moves that to this
day have resulted in frustration, and in some cases, injury.
"We're changing (routines) all of the time," BG coach Charles Simpson said.
"Our problem was that going into the year we weren't sure just what the
judges were looking for, and we were doing everything we could do to satisfy
them.
"After the first meet or two we saw that everybody was having the same problems we were. So we have been cutting our routines, eliminating some things,
adding others to get the right combinations down.
"We are just now starting to get better combinations and cleaner routines.
We started out too early, too fast."
That premature start has created another difficulty for Simpson in a season
already burdened under the weight of the scoring switch - injuries.

start pnoto oy

Judges compare score* with the final score being held up during last
Saturday's gymnastics meet between BQ and the University of Kentucky

In Eppler South. A new scoring system has bean Implemented this
season requiring more difficult routines for higher scores.

BG, Western icers battle for final playoff spot
by Ken Koppel
staff reporter

like a typical mid-winter day in
Northwest Ohio, the playoff picture
for Bowling Green's hockey team remains cloudy.
Though Buckeye Chuck couldn't
find his shadow, things might clear up
to give the icers some sense of postseason direction when they travel to
Kalamazoo, Mich., for a series with
Western Michigan, tonight and tomorrow.
"Even though the games are at
Western, it's a very important series
for us," BG coach Jerry York said.
"This might be one of the real key
weekends just because the teams are
right there - four and five."

THE FALCONS' 6-7 Central Col- race), but my concern is that we're
legiate Hockey Association record also not any closer and now there's
(9-18-1 overall) claims the fourth and two less games.
"We haven't seen them (BG) since
final CCHA playoff position. Directly
challenging BG for a tournament spot early in the season, but they're faced
are the Broncos, in fifth place with a with us breathing down their neck so
they're concerned as well."
5-9 mark, 12-15-1 overall.
BG has defeated the Broncos 16 of
"This is a real showdown between their last 18 meetings, including 6-5,
the fourth and fifth place teams going 5-2 victories at the Ice Arena this
for that playoff spot," York said. season. Aiding to WMU's troubles are
"They realize if they do sweep us they the injuries of all-America candidate
can go by us in the standings. That Bob Scurf ield and goalie Steve Abbott.
must be the whole theme of their pracSCURFIELD, a summer draft
tice."
choice of the Philadelphia Flyers,
York is correct in his analysis.
strained knee ligaments Jan. 3. Ab"It's right up in front of us now," bott, suffered a knee injury warming
WMU coach Glen Weller said. "We up for last Friday's game with Ferris
have to win this weekend. We're not State. Abbott has been ruled out of the
any farther behind (in the playoff BG series, while Scurfield, the Bron-

cos' second leading scorer with 16
goals and 18 assists, has just begun
practicing for the first time in a
month.
Still, York views the series as if
Western was living up to their
preseason billing as Hockey
Magazine's CCHA favorite.
"Scurfield is one of the real top
players in our league," York said.
"We're just very aware that Western
is going to be a very difficult team for
us to play this weekend.
"We're going to have to be at the top
of our game to sweep this series."
The Falcons will appear at Lawson
Ice Arena healthy, paced by cocaptain George McPhee's 39 points
and senior goalie Wally Charko's 4.23
goals against average.

WHEN THE Falcons hosted a dual meet with the University of Kentucky last
Saturday, injuries and, to a lesser extent, illness plagued more than half of the
squad.
While most will see action in tomorrow's dual meet with Kent State, one
veteran.Kelly McNerney, will miss the rest of the season, due to a knee injury.
Simpson said that the injuries have come about from experimentation with
new moves to fit the new scoring system.
"These moves may be easy in themselves," Simpson said, "but when you put
them together, someone can get hurt.
"And it's not just us. Nationally, there are more injuries this year than ever.
This has got to be related to the rule change."
The change affects composition requirements across the board, making all
skills and combinations more difficult to accomplish.
New time stipulations, as well, are in effect for two of the four events, the
beam and the floor exercise.

UNDER THE new system, a possible 10-point score is broken down into four
evaluation categories: difficulty (three points possible); combinations (2.5
points); execution and virtuosity (four points); and bonus points, awarded for
originality and risk (.5 point).
The diff icutly of the routine is judged using the " A-B-C system," with an "A"
move being the least difficult of the three and the' 'C" move being the most difficult move.
"Last year we were only concerned with keeping track of what we called
medium and superior moves, and moves of exceptional difficulty called 'risk
moves,'" Simpson explained. "A lot of those moves and skills are no longer true
today.
"The A-B-C system makes it more difficult, In that most of the superiors we
had last year are now medium moves. My girls have really had to push
themselves to learn new tricks."
AND, SO when the season began, returning letter winners for the Falcons
were faced with starting over, in one sense, for the routines that they had been
refining and polishing for much of their collegiate careers were now obsolete.
THE TRANSITION has not been a smooth one for the judges, as well.
While the gymnasts and their coaches are trying to learn the right combinations of "A" and "B" moves which will a raise the value of a routine to a higher
lever (termed "value raising"), judges must try to interpret the routine accordingly under the new guidelines.
Simpson said that in some cases judges have been awarding higher marks for
Game time tomorrow is 2 p.m. a routine features tricks not necessarily specified by the requirements.
6 1
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"MY GOAL is to satisfy the requirements with clean routines," Simpson
WKIQ (93.1 FM) will carry the con- MW_ 1<The judgM j tWnk m ^ caught ^ „,„ ^ tricta We ilmM ^ „,„_
test.
centra ting on doing combinations and clean routines."

Falcon cagers look to extend winning streak
Round two of the Mid-American road, winning its first game last
Conference season begins tomorrow, Saturday at Kent. On the other hand,
and for the up-and-down Falcon Western, 11-8,6-3, dropped a contest to
squad, it does not start in a very Ohio University Wednesday and may
be fired up Saturday.
friendly place.
There are other reasons, too, why
WHATEVER reasons for fearing
the Falcons do not like the road and the game on both sides, the game will
Western. BG, 10-9, M in the Mid- have a profound effect on the wild
American Conference, is 1-8 on the MAC race. Every team has at least

Nehemiah leads field
NEW YORK (AP) - Renaldo
Nehemiah, Stanley Floyd and Alice
Brown, fresh from record-shattering
performances, head a star-studded
field for the 74th Wanamaker Millrose
Games tonight at Madison Square
Garden.
Nehemiah smashed his indoor best
in the 50-yard high hurdles with a
clocking of 6.01 seconds in the Sunkist
Invitational last Friday night at Los
Angeles. He also won the 60-yard
hurdles in 6.98 in the Sunkist meet,
then took the 60 again Saturday night
in the Dallas Times Herald Invita-

tional in 6.92, only .03 off his record of
6.98.
Nehemiah has been gearing for this
season after missing the I960 indoor
campaign because of an injury to his
left ankle, and he has called the
Millrose meet his major event of the
indoor season.
"I'M REALLY hungry," said
Nehemiah, the world's top-ranked
Ugh hurdler. "I'm not out to break
world records; I'm out to run consistently. Hopefully, the record for the
60 will come. Things seem on target."

three losses and no one yet has a lock
on the top seven positions that will
enter the MAC post-season tournament.
Bowling Green, on the heels of a
three-game winning streak and a 54-53
victory over Ball State at home
Wednesday, travels to Kalamazoo,
Mich., where it has not won since 1978,
to take on the Western Michigan Broncos.
The Broncos are led in scoring by
junior college transfer Jasper
McElroy's 17.1 points per game, while
Walker D. Russell, a transfer from the
University of Houston who made his
WMU debut against BG last month, is
averaging 15.5 and Melvin Maxwell
11.6. Russell and McElroy combined
for 35 points in the Falcon's 78-75 victory over Western in January.
Bowling Green is led by senior Joe
Faine, who is averaging 17.4, Marcus
Newbern, 13.9, Colin Irish, 123, and
David Greer, 11.3. In addition, Greer
leads the MAC in assists.

Who is your Valentine?

i

Place an ad for
(SOMEONE
SPECIAL)
on the "BG News
Valentine Page!"
Deadline is February 11th
at 4:00 p.m.
Only $4.50
Come to 106 University Hall

THE FAMOUS
SHOT ARTIST

JACK WHITE
DATE: FRIDAY, FEB. 6th
TIME: 1:00 p.m. - BUCKEYE ROOM
- UNION
AND
7:00 p.m. - REC. CENTER

j
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GUADALAJARA
SUMMER
SCHOOL
University of Arizona offers
more than 40 courses: anthropology, art, bilingual education, folk music and folk
dance, history, political science, sociology. Spanish language and literature and intensive Spanish Six week ses
sion. June 29-August 7,
1981. Fully accredited graduate and undergraduate program. Tuition $330. Room
and board in Mexican home,
$340.
EEO/M

PRESENTS:

The Brothers of Delta Tau
Delta Proudly Welcome Into
Their Brotherhood Sixteen
New Actives
BILL BAUZA

NEIL WALSH

SCOTT STORC

GARY HABE

LARRY BENZ

TERRY ZIEGLER

DJ. WHITE

RON HARRIS

CHRIS LINN
JIM REILLY

DAN KALINSKY
STEVE OURS

DOUG CANOVAS
MIKE VARRICCHIO
BRUCE ROBINAUGH
EVERETT GALLAGHER
|»*tr
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SATURDAY , FEBRUARY 7TH
THE RAVER

is ON SATUROUY

TAHITI is THE THEME SO
qRAb A (IATE you AlphA Chis

Write
Guadalajara
Summer School

WE'RE EVERY DON HO'S «JREAM

Robert I Nugent Bldg. 205
University of Arizona
Tucson IS721

(602) 626-4729

WE

TAHITI SWEETIES ARE REAdy
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